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Abstract
Wave resonance in the narrow gap between two side-by-side non-identical boxes is investigated by employing
a two-dimensional numerical wave flume based on the OpenFOAM R© package. The focus of this study is to
examine the influence of the energy transformation and the energy dissipation on the hydrodynamic behavior
of wave response around resonant conditions. Numerical simulations show that the unrealistic wave resonant
responses in the narrow gap by the linear potential flow model are due to not only the energy dissipation
induced by the fluid rotational motion, but also the energy transformation associated with the free surface.
With the increase of incident wave amplitude, relatively more energy is reflected, leading to the decrease of
wave resonant response and energy dissipation in the narrow gap at the resonant frequency. When slightly
away from the resonant frequency, the energy dissipation becomes the dominant factor for the decrease of
wave response in the narrow gap with increasing the incident wave amplitude. As for the influence of gap
configuration, on one hand, energy dissipation has the dominant effect for the typical case of small upstream
and large downstream box drafts. On the other hand, the reflected energy is more important for the typical
large upstream and small downstream box drafts. More resonant fluid exists in the gap with the increase of
gap breadth, leading to the decrease of reflection coefficient and the increase of transmission coefficient.
Keywords: Wave resonance, Narrow gap, Energy dissipation, Energy transformation, Non-identical boxes,
OpenFOAM R©
1. Introduction1
In recent years, as the offshore oil and gas explorations and operations have moved towards deeper2
waters and harsher environments, Floating Production Storage and Oﬄoading (FPSO) and Floating Liquefied3
Natural Gas (FLNG) production systems become more attractive. These structures are maintained stationary4
by a spread or turret mooring system, and a Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) ship or shuttle tanker periodically5
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approaches them for loading gas or oil according to a close proximity in side-by-side arrangement. For this6
loading operation, one of the key technical challenges is the fluid resonance in the narrow gap between them7
under the wave action.8
Wave resonance in the narrow gap between two bodies in a close proximity has been studied extensively.9
Early examinations were focused on the theoretical study of eigenfrequency and eigenfunction of the resonant10
modes, based on the linearized potential flow theory. An analytical solution was derived in Molin (2001) for11
the barges with infinite length and beam in the infinite water depth, where the formula for the resonant12
frequencies of piston- and sloshing modes were obtained via solving an eigenvalue equation. Molin et al.13
(2002) further extended the work to the gap resonance in an open-ended narrow gap. Furthermore, Faltinsen14
et al. (2007) proposed an analytical method based on the domain decomposition approach, in which the15
piston-like mode in a two-dimensional moonpool between two heaving rectangular floating hulls in the finite16
water depth was discussed. Besides the analytical solutions, numerical simulations in the framework of17
potential flow theory have also been adopted to investigate the resonant modes, for example in Sun et al.18
(2010) where the free surface piston- and sloshing-modal resonant behaviour around two adjacent barges was19
investigated by using the second-order potential flow analysis in the frequency domain.20
According to extensive comparisons, it has been demonstrated that the potential flow model is capable of21
predicting the resonant frequencies and capturing the resonant modes. However, the potential flow model was22
reported to over-predict the resonant amplitudes. Focused on this problem, Saitoh et al. (2006) conducted a23
set of experimental investigations in a wave flume, and suggested that the resonant amplitudes are dependent24
on the body draft and gap breadth. This conclusion is consistent with the analytical and experimental results25
of Molin (2001). Iwata et al. (2007) extended this work to the three-body problem, indicating that the number26
of boxes also has the significant effect on resonant phenomena. At the same time, with the fast development27
of computing technology and numerical technique, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation has28
also been taken as an alternative method in recent years. Lu, Teng, Cheng, Sun and Chen (2011); Lu, Teng,29
Sun and Chen (2011) investigated the variations of resonant amplitudes by a three-step high-order upwind30
Taylor-Galerkin Finite Element Method (FEM). In Moradi et al. (2016) the effect of water depth on resonant31
behavior of the fluid trapped between two side-by-side bodies was studied. Numerical results found that the32
potential flow model not only over-predicts the resonant wave amplitude, but also gives an incorrect variation33
tendency of the resonant wave amplitude with water depth.34
In order to reduce the computational cost of fully CFD simulations, the coupling model based on the35
domain decompositions method has been also established. Elie et al. (2013) adopted the approach of Spectral36
Wave Explicit Navier-Stokes Equations (SWENSE), which is a combination of the linear potential flow model37
in the frequency domain and the viscous fluid model with RANS turbulent equations, to simulate the gap38
resonance between side-by-side barges. In addition, in the numerical simulation of Fredriksen et al. (2014),39
as well as the early work in Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2012), the coupling models based on the domain40
decomposition were adopted, in which the laminar Navier-Stokes equations were applied in the lower region41
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of the gap, while the potential flow model was used in the upper region of the gap and the outer region. This42
in fact acquiesces that the fluid rotational motion is important around the gap bottom, while the potential43
model may be enough for the free surface simulation. Generally, acceptable results of resonant amplitude44
can be obtained in various experimental tests and CFD simulations, however, the mechanical essence behind45
the hydrodynamic behavior of the resonant phenomena is still an interesting field. On one hand, it is an46
important academic problem on the topic of wave and multi-body interactions, which is one type of so-47
called ’trapped structures’ in a broad sense. On the other hand, an essential understanding about the major48
factor on the over-prediction by potential flow models can help to develop an approximated method for the49
convenient use in industry.50
It seems to be speculated that the over-predictions of wave resonance come from the ignorance of the51
inherent fluid viscosity in potential flow models. Based on this hypothesis, attempts to introduce some52
damping artificially in the linear potential flow model has been suggested. Newman (2004) modelled a53
damping term as the body force on the free surface between side-by-side vessels, and Chen (2004) introduced54
a damping force term into the free surface boundary conditions, which was explained as energy dissipation.55
The efficiency of the linear dissipative term was presented by Jean-Robert et al. (2006) with comparisons to56
the commercial software WAMIT R© and HydroStar R©, as well as measured data. These modified potential57
flow models are able to suppress unrealistic values, but still cannot capture the actual physical sense. A58
CFD simulation by Lu et al. (2010) suggested that the wave amplitude in the narrow gap is closely relevant59
to the vertical velocity along the gap bottom. Examinations of flow pattern indicated that the most violent60
rotational flow field happens in the vicinity of the gap entrance, where the significant vortex shedding and61
attached vortex structure can be observed. Faltinsen and Timokha (2015) accounted for the vortex-induced62
damping by quantifying a pressure discharge condition in the gap opening. The calculations can be supported63
by their earlier experimental and numerical data in Faltinsen et al. (2007). Lu and Chen (2012) quantitatively64
calculated the energy dissipation rate for the fluid resonance in the narrow gap induced by waves based on65
the Navier-Stokes flow solutions. It suggested that the flow separation and vortex motion play the most66
important role in energy dissipation for a wall bounded region. The majority of energy dissipation happens67
around the gap entrance, not on the free surface in the narrow gap. Similar findings were also obtained by68
Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2010) for the piston-mode wave resonance in the gap formed by a ship model69
arranged in front of a vertical wall. However, due to the existence of vortices square term in the expression70
of energy dissipation rate, it is not easy to compute the energy dissipation directly, and a clear relationship71
between energy dissipation and resonant amplitude or other parameters is not currently available.72
In addition to the energy dissipation by the fluid viscosity, the process of energy transformation due to the73
large-amplitude free surface motion may also play an important role on wave resonances in the narrow gap.74
A fully nonlinear potential flow model was adopted by Feng and Bai (2015) for the wave resonance between75
two barges, in which the lateral piston mode and longitudinal sloshing mode were successfully captured. In76
their study, although the free surface nonlinearity was found to play a minor role in suppressing the over-77
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predicted resonance response, nonlinear analysis illustrated the gap resonance to be equivalent to a stiff spring78
in a nonlinear mass-spring system: the resonant frequency slightly shifts to higher values as incident wave79
steepness increases. This is an important process of energy transformation due to the large-amplitude piston-80
like free surface oscillation. Ananthakrishnan (2015) investigated the effect of viscosity and nonlinearity on81
the forces and waves generated by a floating twin hulls under heave oscillations. Numerical results showed82
that the nonlinear effect on the wave forces is significant at all frequencies for the large amplitude oscillation83
relative to the hull draft. Besides, the influence of interaction between the energy transformation in the free84
surface motion and the energy dissipation in the fluid rotational motion can be speculated during the process85
of wave resonance. It might be important for understanding the essential hydrodynamic behavior of the fluid86
resonance in the narrow gap.87
The motivation of this study is to investigate the influence of energy transformation and energy dissipation88
on the hydrodynamic behavior of wave responses around the resonant frequency. In the previous studies, all89
floating objects were modelled as the identical bodies, whereas in reality the objects may have different sizes,90
such as the most typical loading or oﬄoading operations of the side-by-side arrangement between FPSO and91
LNG vessels. Therefore, the system with two non-identical boxes is taken as the background of this study, as92
the non-identical nature of the system may affect both the resonant frequency and amplitude in the narrow93
gap compared to the identical box systems. Besides the wave amplitude in the narrow gap, the reflection and94
transmission coefficients are also attributed to the process of energy transformation. Moreover, the quadratic95
sum of the reflection and transmission coefficients, E = K2r + K2t , defined as energy coefficient, is adopted96
for examining the energy dissipation. Under the framework of linear potential flow theory, the principle of97
energy conservation ensures the energy coefficient keeps at E = 1. The value of E by the present viscous flow98
model can give us a new view on the energy dissipation due to the influence of fluid viscosity. In sum, an99
integral comprehensive understanding on the mechanical essence of the gap resonance is expected from the100
perspective of energy transformation and energy dissipation in the current study.101
In Sections 2, 3 and 4, the numerical wave flume used in this work is presented, setup and validated102
against available experimental and numerical data, respectively. The numerical results and discussions are103
presented in Section 5 to show the effect of energy transformation and energy dissipation on wave responses104
around the resonant frequency, including the comparisons of results between the linear potential flow model105
and the present CFD model, and the influence of gap configuration and incident wave amplitude. Finally,106
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.107
2. Mathematical Formulation108
The governing equations for the mass and momentum conservations in an Eulerian reference system for109
incompressible two-phase flows can be given as,110
∂ρui
∂xi
= 0, (1a)
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∂ρui
∂t
+
∂ρuiuj
∂xj
= ρgi − ∂p
∂xi
+ µ
∂
∂xj
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
, (1b)
where ui is the velocity component in the ith direction, and u
m
i is the velocity component due to the mesh112
deformation in the ALE frame. p, ρ and gi are the pressure, fluid density and gravitational acceleration,113
respectively, and µ is the fluid dynamic viscosity.114
In this study, the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method (Hirt and Nichols, 1981), documented by Berberovic´115
et al. (2009), is adopted to capture the free surface motion. The fractional function of VOF, defined by ϕ, in116
a computational cell is defined as,117
ϕ =

0, in air
0 < ϕ < 1, on free surface
1, in water
. (2)
The VOF function satisfies the following advection equation,118
∂ϕ
∂t
+ ui
∂ϕ
∂xi
= 0. (3)
Herein, the contour of VOF function with ϕ = 0.5 is used to represent the interface between the water and119
air phases. In the computations, the fluid density and effective viscosity are averaged by using the available120
VOF function,121
ρ = ϕρW + (1− ϕ)ρA, (4a)
122
µ = ϕµW + (1− ϕ)µA, (4b)
where the subscripts W and A represent the Water phase and Air phase, respectively.123
In the present numerical wave flume, relaxation zones are adopted to generate the incident wave and124
eliminate the transmission wave at the inlet and outlet boundaries, respectively. Moreover, it can also be125
implemented to avoid the internal wave reflection in the computational domain. A relaxation function126
αR(χR) = 1− exp(χ
3.5
R )
exp(1)− 1 χR ∈ [0, 1] (5)
is applied inside the relaxation zone in the following way,127
ϑ = αRϑC + (1− αR)ϑT , (6)
where ϑ is either ui or ϕ, and the subscripts C and T represent the Computed value and Target value,128
respectively. The variation of αR is the same as in Fuhrman et al. (2006), where αR in Eq. (5) is only129
activate in the relaxation zone, and it is always 1 at the interface between the non-relaxed part of the130
computational domain. Detailed information about the relaxation technique can be found in Mayer et al.131
(1998), Engsig-Karup (2006) and Jacobsen et al. (2012).132
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The governing equations (1a)-(1b) and the VOF equation (3) are solved based on the Finite Volume133
Method (FVM) integrated in the OpenFOAM R© package. The velocity and pressure are decoupled by the134
Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators algorithm (PISO) (Issa, 1986). The Euler method is used to135
discretize the transient term. The convection term and diffusion term are discretized by the Gauss Limited136
Linear method and the Gauss Linear Corrected method, respectively. The numerical computations always137
start from the still state, which means the hydrostatic pressure and zero velocity are specified as the initial138
conditions. The no-slip boundary condition is imposed at the solid wall including the body surface and139
seabed. At the upper boundary of the numerical wave flume, a reference pressure p = 0 and a velocity140
condition ∂u∂n are implemented with n the outward unit normal vector. The interface tension between the141
air and water phases is neglected in this study since the dynamic effects from the air phase are very small.142
At the two ends of the spongy layer, zero velocities are applied considering that the waves are damped out143
there by the spongy layer. For the details of numerical implements in OpenFOAM R©, the readers may refer144
to Jasak (1996) and Rusche (2003).145
In the present numerical simulation, the time increment is automatically determined according to the146
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition,147
∆t ≤ Cr ×min{
√
Se/|ue|}, (7)
where Se and |ue| are the area and absolute velocity in a computational cell, respectively. The numerical148
experience in the present study confirms that the coefficient Cr = 0.2 can produce stable and accurate results.149
It should be mentioned that the classical linear potential flow model is also adopted in this study for the150
purpose of comparison, for which the theoretical formulation is omitted here, as it is well known in many151
textbooks.152
3. Numerical Setup153
The definition sketch of the present numerical simulations is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which the origin154
of the coordinate system is located at the still water level and the wave is propagating in the positive x155
direction. Two boxes, defined as Box A and Box B, with the identical breadth B = 0.50 m but different156
drafts DL and DR for the upstream (left) and downstream (right) boxes, respectively, are fixed in a wave157
flume with the water depth h = 0.50 m. A narrow gap with the breadth Bg is formed by the two boxes,158
where the extremely large amplitude of fluid resonance can be excited as the incident wave frequency is close159
to the natural frequency of the confined fluid bulk. A number of simulation cases are designed to perform the160
intended investigation by varying the values of gap breadth Bg, and upstream and downstream box drafts161
DL and DR. The definition of the test cases and the corresponding configurations of box drafts DL and DR162
are tabulated in Tab. 1. Four gap breadths Bg = 0.030 m, 0.050 m, 0.070 m, 0.090 m and three incident wave163
amplitudes Ai = 0.008 m, 0.012 m and 0.016 m are selected, so totally 192 different cases are considered.164
In the following descriptions, the prefix ’Bg’ would be adopted for identifying the gap breadth, for example165
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Bg50DL103DR205 means Bg = 0.050 m, DL = 0.103 m and DR = 0.252 m. The wave frequency ω is chosen166
based on the resonant frequency of fluid in the narrow gap, which is the extension of those used in Saitoh167
et al. (2006), Lu et al. (2010) and Moradi et al. (2016).168
Figure 1: Definition sketch of the numerical wave flume
Table 1: List of test cases and corresponding configurations in the present study
DR = 0.103 m DR = 0.153 m DR = 0.202 m DR = 0.252 m
DL = 0.103 m DL103DR103 DL103DR153 DL103DR202 DL103DR252
DL = 0.153 m DL153DR103 DL153DR153 DL153DR202 DL153DR252
DL = 0.202 m DL202DR103 DL202DR153 DL202DR202 DL202DR252
DL = 0.252 m DL252DR103 DL252DR153 DL252DR202 DL252DR252
The height of the numerical wave flume is fixed at 0.8 m, and the length is closely relevant to the incident169
wave length L for different simulations. In numerical simulations, two relaxation zones are arranged on the170
left and right sides of the wave flume, respectively. Generally, the length of the relaxation zone is around171
1.5− 2.0L. As shown in Fig. 1, four wave gauges, G1-G4, are equipped to record the wave elevation. G1 and172
G2 are used for separating the incident and reflected waves, in which the distance between them is kept at173
0.25L, while G3 and G4 are used to record the wave response in the narrow gap and the transmission wave,174
respectively. G3, G2 and G4 are situated in the middle of the narrow gap, 1.5L from the left side of Box A,175
and 1.5L from the right side of Box B, respectively. In addition, it is noted that we don’t restrict DL < DR176
in this study.177
4. Numerical Validation178
The mesh resolution tests are carried out first by using four different meshes for two kinds of structures,179
Bg30DL103DR103 and Bg70DL252DR252 in Tab. 1. Tab. 2 illustrates the detailed mesh information. Herein,180
non-uniform meshes are adopted for saving the computational time. The square fine meshes with high181
resolution are adopted around the boxes, especially in the vicinity of the narrow gap, to accurately capture182
the large-amplitude free surface oscillation and to account for the boundary layer effect. In the relaxation183
zone of eliminating the transmission wave, coarse rectangular meshes with large aspect ratio up to 1/20184
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(height/length) are adopted. As for the relaxation zone of generating the incident wave, square fine meshes185
with intermediate resolution are adopted. Typical meshes in the vicinity of the boxes are shown in Fig. 2,186
which corresponds to Mesh 1 in Tab. 2.187
Table 2: Mesh information for convergent tests (Elements/Nodes)
Bg (m) DL = DR (m) Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3 Mesh 4
0.030 0.103 96100/194418 130052/262726 170400/343888 212375/428068
0.070 0.252 100896/204180 131985/266736 162282/327676 221737/447056
(a) Bg = 0.030 m, DL = DR = 0.103 m (b) Bg = 0.070 m, DL = DR = 0.252 m
Figure 2: Typical computational meshes in the vicinity of the narrow gap
According to the linear potential flow analysis, the resonant frequencies of fluid oscillation in the narrow188
gap can be estimated as 8.00 and 5.10 rad/s for the cases mentioned above, respectively. They are adopted as189
the incident wave frequency for the mesh resolution tests, in which the incident wave amplitude Ai = 0.012190
m is considered. The time signals of wave oscillation in the narrow gap measured at Probe G3 during 40 - 50191
seconds with various mesh resolutions are compared in Fig. 3. A steady state of large-amplitude piston-like192
wave elevations can be observed clearly, implying that the relaxation zones can work well in eliminating the193
reflection and transmission waves. Very little discrepancy between Mesh 3 and Mesh 4 can be observed in194
this figure, which indicate that the convergent solutions can be produced by Mesh 3 for various structures.195
Numerical simulations also suggest that the measured steady-state free surface evolution is quite symmetrical196
and sinusoidal, and the dominating harmonic oscillates at the incident wave frequency ω according to the197
Fourier analysis. Furthermore, the normalized wave amplitudes Ag/Ai in the narrow gap at the Probe G3 are198
compared in Fig. 4. It should be mentioned that the wave amplitudes Ag in the narrow gap are computed199
by the averaged value of wave amplitudes between the duration of 40 - 60 seconds, after the sensitivity200
analysis by considering different time-windows of 60 - 80 seconds. The comparisons in Fig. 4 suggest that201
the variation of mesh density has little effect on the present numerical results if the number of cells exceeds202
1.6× 105. Again, Mesh 3 is able to produce convergent solutions, and hence it is adopted as the baseline for203
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the following numerical computations.204
(a) Bg = 0.030 m, DL = DR = 0.103 m
(b) Bg = 0.070 m, DL = DR = 0.252 m
Figure 3: Comparisons of wave elevation in the gap under different meshes with various box drafts D at the resonant frequency
ωg
(a) Bg = 0.030 m, DL = DR = 0.103 m (b) Bg = 0.070 m, DL = DR = 0.252 m
Figure 4: Mesh convergent test for various narrow gap configurations with different incident wave frequencies ω around the
resonant frequency ωg
The numerical accuracy of the present numerical model is validated by comparing with the available205
laboratory test results in Saitoh et al. (2006) and the numerical results in Lu, Teng, Cheng, Sun and Chen206
(2011). In their study, only the identical boxes of DL = DR are examined, and hence we denote the drafts DL207
and DR as D for simplification in this section. The mean normalized wave amplitude Ag/Ai at G3 (located208
in the center of the narrow gap) is compared in Fig. 5, in which the incident wave amplitude is fixed at Ai209
= 0.012 m and measured by G1 and G2 wave gauges. Again, the averaged wave amplitudes in the steady210
state between 40 - 60 seconds are computed as Ag. Generally speaking, the present numerical results are211
in agreement with both the experimental measurements and the numerical solutions. All these comparisons212
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confirm that the present numerical wave flume works well in predicting wave responses, including the resonant213
frequency and amplitude in the narrow gap. The relationship between the structure configuration, resonant214
frequency and resonant amplitude can also be observed in Fig. 5. With increasing the gap breadth and box215
draft, the resonant frequency becomes smaller. In addition, the resonant wave amplitude in the narrow gap216
increases with the increase of box draft. All these phenomena are similar to those presented in the previous217
investigations.218
(a) Bg = 0.030m, D = 0.103 m (b) Bg = 0.030m, D = 0.153 m (c) Bg = 0.030m, D = 0.252 m
(d) Bg = 0.050m, D = 0.103 m (e) Bg = 0.050m, D = 0.153 m (f) Bg = 0.050m, D = 0.252 m
(g) Bg = 0.070m, D = 0.103 m (h) Bg = 0.070m, D = 0.153 m (i) Bg = 0.070m, D = 0.252 m
(j) Bg = 0.090m, D = 0.103 m (k) Bg = 0.090m, D = 0.153 m (l) Bg = 0.090m, D = 0.252 m
Figure 5: Comparison of normalized wave amplitude Ag/Ai for various gap breadths and drafts
Validations are also extended to the results of reflection and transmission coefficients in this work. The219
reflection and transmission coefficients are defined as Kr = Ar/Ai and Kt = At/Ai, respectively, where Ar220
and At are the reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes, measured at Probes G1, G2 and G4. In accordance221
with the wave amplitudes in the narrow gap, Ar and At are also the averaged wave amplitudes in the steady222
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state between 40 - 60 seconds. Fig. 6 depicts the comparisons of reflection and transmission coefficients, Kr223
and Kt, for Bg50DL252DR252 between the present numerical results, the measured data in Saitoh (2007)224
and the numerical results in Lu et al. (2010). In addition, for the purpose of comparison, results by the225
potential flow model are also presented in this figure. Fig. 6a shows that for the reflection coefficient, the226
frequency of the minimal peak value predicted by the viscous fluid models and potential flow model are227
almost identical to the observation in the experiments, which is the resonant frequency of fluid oscillation in228
the narrow gap. The variations of Kr against ω predicted by the two viscous models are found to be in good229
agreement with the experimental data. Whereas, the potential flow model gives a significant minimal peak230
value at the resonant frequency. The discrepancies between the two sets of viscous fluid numerical results231
at the high wave frequencies might be due to the different numerical models adopted. The numerical model232
adopted in Lu et al. (2010) is the three-step high-order upwind Taylor-Galerkin FEM, where the issue of233
numerical dissipation might need more attention. As the increase of incident wave frequency, the increasing234
wave steepness is expected, leading to more numerical dissipation in the numerical simulations, especially in235
the region of high wave frequency in Fig.6a. As for the predictions of transmission coefficient in Fig. 6b, the236
maximal value of transmission coefficient predicted by the potential flow model is significantly larger than237
that in the experimental tests and by the viscous fluid models.238
(a) Reflection coefficient Kr (b) Transmission coefficient Kt
Figure 6: Comparison of reflection and transmission coefficients for the case of Bg = 0.005 m, DL = 0.252 m and DR = 0.252
m
The comparisons shown in Figs. 5 and 6 confirm that the present numerical wave flume works well, and239
is capable of producing numerical results in good agreement with the experimental data both on the wave240
amplitude in the narrow gap and the reflection and transmission coefficients. However, the potential flow241
model may over-predict the resonant response in the narrow gap and the minimal and maximal values of the242
reflection and transmission coefficients.243
5. Numerical Results and Analysis244
The validation study in the previous section shows that the present numerical wave flume is able to245
reproduce well the studied scenario of gap resonance between two rectangular boxes. It is employed to246
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investigate the fluid resonance in the narrow gap formed by two non-identical boxes under wave actions.247
As mentioned above, in total 192 cases listed in Tab. 1 are considered herein. In order to demonstrate the248
necessity of adopting the viscous fluid model for this problem, the linear potential flow solutions are also249
included for the purpose of comparison. Numerical results include the resonant wave amplitude in the narrow250
gap, the reflection and transmission coefficients of the two-box system, and the quadratic sum of reflection251
and transmission coefficients, E = K2r +K2t , defined as energy coefficient for examining the energy dissipation.252
Again, all these parameters are computed by the averaged values in the steady state between 40 - 60 seconds.253
5.1. General description of wave response254
Numerical investigations begin with the variation of wave response in the narrow gap against the incident255
wave frequency with the incident wave amplitude Ai = 0.012 m, for the cases of Bg = 0.050 m, as shown256
in Fig. 7. It is found that the resonant frequency predicted by the two numerical models is almost identical257
for each gap configuration considered in this work. However, the significant over-predicted resonant wave258
amplitudes in the narrow gap can be observed in the potential flow results. The major reason for the259
over-prediction is that the potential flow theory, in which the fluid is assumed to be inviscid and the flow260
irrotational, cannot model the influence of the fluid viscosity correctly. On the other hand, the potential flow261
model can work well if the incident wave frequencies are outside the range of resonant frequencies. At these262
frequencies away from the resonant frequency, the relatively small wave response in the narrow gap can be263
observed, which corresponds to the small wave amplitude on the gap surface and the slow rotational flow264
in the vicinity of the narrow gap. Therefore, the influence of the eddying motion and energy dissipation is265
negligible.266
Further examinations on the hydrodynamic behavior of the fluid resonant phenomena are extended to267
the reflection and transmission coefficients, Kr and Kt, including the results of potential flow and viscous268
fluid flow models. As shown in Fig. 8, the potential flow model can firstly manifest a general impression of269
the variation of Kr and Kt with incident wave frequencies. When the incident wave frequency tends to zero,270
Kr and Kt approach to 0 and 1, respectively, implying the total transmission happens. Oppositely, the total271
reflection phenomenon can be observed when the incident wave frequency gives rise to infinite, leading to the272
results of Kr and Kt to be 1 and 0, respectively. This is a typical behavior of the two-dimensional wave-body273
interaction problem, and the effect of wave length is the main reason, which can be simulated by the potential274
flow model, correctly. However, the potential flow model cannot predict an accurate results of reflection and275
transmission coefficients around resonant frequencies. The comparisons of transmission coefficients in Fig. 8276
suggest that the results of the viscous fluid flow model are always much smaller than those of the potential277
flow model. This is because the transmission coefficients are closely connected to the amplitude of wave278
response in the narrow gap. The fluid oscillation in the narrow gap can be taken as a radiation source for279
the downstream wave, leading to the transmission waves. In difference to the linear potential flow analysis,280
the shear shedding and eddying motion due to the fluid viscosity in the narrow gap can reduce the resonant281
wave amplitude, and consequently lead to the smaller transmission coefficient.282
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As for the reflection coefficient, there is no simple regular pattern in the discrepancy between the potential283
flow and viscous flow results. In Figs. 8c, 8d and 8h, the viscous flow results are always smaller than the284
potential flow ones. This is the typical behavior of a system with a smaller upstream and a larger downstream285
box drafts. Because the narrow gap is exposed to the incident wave directly, the large-amplitude piston-mode286
free surface oscillation in the narrow gap can be induced, which can in turn cause the significant energy287
dissipation, leading to the decrease of reflection wave energy. In Figs. 8i, 8m and 8n, the other typical288
behavior of a system with a larger upstream and a smaller downstream box drafts can be observed, in289
which the reflection coefficients by the viscous flow model are always larger than those by the potential flow290
model, and most of the incident wave energy is reflected by the upstream box, leading to the smaller wave291
response and less energy dissipation in the narrow gap. In this case, the energy dissipation in the narrow292
gap between two boxes is not the only dominant issue. The energy transformation due to the reflection293
from the upstream box also play an important role around resonant frequencies. Many factors can affect the294
energy transformation, such as the shielding effect of upstream box on the fluid in the narrow gap, the large-295
amplitude free surface oscillation in front of the two-box system, and so on. In other figures, the reflection296
coefficient given by the viscous flow model are larger than that of the potential flow analysis at the resonant297
frequency for each case. However, the viscous flow results seem to have a wider band, and become smaller298
when slightly away from the resonant frequency, compared to the potential flow results. It is in fact the299
transition between the two typical cases mentioned above. In sum, the reflection coefficient shows different300
hydrodynamic behaviors for various box drafts in Fig. 8, which is closely dependent on the sequence of those301
non-identical boxes.302
Further analysis is carried out for the quadratic sum of reflection and transmission coefficients, E =303
K2r + K
2
t , the energy coefficient as defined before. The values of E can give us a new view on the energy304
dissipation. Fig. 9 shows the results of energy coefficients by both the potential flow and viscous flow305
models. As expected, in the framework of conventional potential flow theory, the law of energy conservation306
determinates the relationship of E = 1, indicating no energy is dissipated. As for the viscous flow model,307
a smaller energy coefficient around the resonant frequency can be seen, confirming that significant energy308
dissipation happens. Typical case of smaller upstream and larger downstream box drafts in Fig. 9d gives the309
largest energy dissipation at the resonant frequency among all the cases in Fig. 9. While the smallest energy310
dissipation at the resonant frequency can be found in Fig. 9m, which is the typical case of larger upstream311
and smaller downstream box drafts. Except for wave frequencies in the vicinity of the resonant frequency,312
the energy coefficient gives rise to E = 1, implying that the energy dissipation due to the fluid rotational313
motion is negligible.314
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5.2. Influence of downstream box draft315
The influence of downstream box draft on the wave response in the narrow gap is investigated in this316
section. As shown in Fig. 10, the variation of mean wave amplitude Ag/Ai in the narrow gap with different317
downstream box drafts DR is examined. A general comparison suggests that the resonant frequency and318
amplitude tend to decrease and increase, respectively, with the increase of downstream box draft. It is believed319
that the large-amplitude piston-mode free surface oscillation in the narrow gap is essentially controlled by320
the volume of fluid entering into the narrow gap from the gap entrance. The volume of fluid entering into the321
narrow gap is dominated by the vertical velocity along the gap bottom. The dependence of wave amplitude in322
the narrow gap on the vertical velocity along the gap bottom has been reported in Lu et al. (2010), showing323
that the fluid flow in the vicinity of gap bottom has significant effect on wave amplitude in the narrow gap.324
Therefore, it is believed that the draft of upstream box is an important factor for the influence of downstream325
box draft on the wave amplitude in the narrow gap, which can be demonstrated in Fig. 10. As an example, in326
Fig. 10a, the draft of upstream box DL = 0.103 m is the smallest one. With the increase of downstream box327
draft DR, the position of gap bottom is kept on 0.103 m. Increasing the downstream box draft DR can thus328
only enhance the wave action in the vicinity of the gap bottom. As for the case of DL = 0.252 m in Fig. 10d,329
in which the draft of upstream box is the largest one, the position of gap bottom in fact also changes with330
the increase of downstream box draft DR. This would certainly lead to more sensitive results of the variation331
of resonant response for various downstream box drafts in Fig. 10d.332
Fig. 11 considers the influence of downstream box draft on the reflection and transmission coefficients333
around the resonant frequency. It can be seen that the frequency at which the minimal reflection coefficient334
occurs decreases with the increase of downstream box draft. Meanwhile, the insignificant variation of trans-335
mission coefficient by varying the downstream box draft around the resonant frequency can be observed, cf.336
Fig. 11. Correspondingly, the energy coefficient, E = K2r +K2t , decreases with the increase of downstream box337
draft, as shown in Fig. 12. By summarizing the results shown in Figs. 10 - 12, the following process of energy338
transformation and dissipation during the fluid resonant oscillation can be suggested. Firstly, the increase339
of downstream box draft tends to cause more large-amplitude piston-type of fluid oscillation. More energy340
dissipation will happen because the large-amplitude piston-type of fluid oscillation in the narrow gap can341
lead to significant fluid rotational motion. Moreover, the increase of fluid oscillation and energy dissipation342
is mainly dependent on the energy from the upstream box of the two-box system. It physically expresses the343
decrease of reflection coefficient with the increase of downstream box draft. As for the transmission wave,344
the downstream box draft has little effect in the present numerical results.345
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5.3. Influence of upstream box draft346
Fig. 13 shows the influence of upstream box draft on the wave response in the narrow gap. A simple347
relation can be observed that the resonant frequency decreases with the increase of upstream box draft.348
Variation of resonant amplitude with different upstream box drafts is quite complex in these figures. When349
the draft of downstream box is smaller than that of upstream box, the gap bottom is shielded by the upstream350
box. It can be understood that the larger DL can lead to a stronger shielding effect on this occasion. Typical351
examples can be found in the first column of Fig. 13, where the draft of downstream box is the smallest one,352
DR = 0.103 m. In this situation, all the resonant amplitudes are observed to be smallest compared to those353
with the larger downstream box draft. When the draft of downstream box is larger than that of upstream box,354
the gap bottom is exposed to the incident wave action. In this case, the complex hydrodynamic behavior in355
the vicinity of the narrow gap is aroused due to the large-amplitude piston-type of resonant fluid oscillation,356
including the wave reflection from the leading wall of downstream box, the wave transformation below the357
bottom of downstream box, and the vortex shedding from the trailing sharp edge of upstream box. All these358
phenomena are not only relevant to the upstream box draft, but also closely dependent on the downstream359
box draft and gap breadth. Typical comparisons can be observed in the fourth column of Fig. 13. As for360
the second and third columns of Fig. 13, combining the shielding effect and the direct wave action discussed361
above, more complex variation of resonant amplitude with different upstream box drafts can be observed.362
The influence of upstream box draft on the reflection and transmission coefficients is illustrated in Fig. 14.363
The increase of upstream box draft can increase the reflection coefficients around the resonant frequency. In364
this case, more wave energy is reflected before entering into the two-box system. As for the transmission365
coefficient, again, the variation is insignificant compared to the reflection coefficient. In Fig. 15 the increase366
of energy coefficient with the increase of upstream box draft can be observed. Finally, comparison between367
Fig. 13 and Fig. 15 can also indicate that the large wave oscillations in the narrow gap do not always lead to368
the large energy dissipation, such as at the second, third and fourth columns in these figures. The reflection369
energy, expressed by the reflection coefficient, is also a significant parameter in this problem.370
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5.4. Influence of gap breadth371
In order to clearly demonstrate the influence of gap breadth on the behavior of wave response in the372
narrow gap, the numerical results shown above are re-arranged in Fig. 16. It can be seen from these figures373
that for the specific drafts, larger gap breadth can cause smaller resonant frequency. As for the resonant wave374
amplitude in the narrow gap, it shows different characters with respect to the gap breadth with different375
upstream and downstream box drafts. That is, the effect of gap breadth is dependent on these two parameters.376
At the first column of Fig. 16, a general trend of the increase of resonant amplitude with the increase of377
gap breadth can be observed. Whereas, at the last column of Fig. 16, it seems hard to found a simple378
rule between the resonant amplitude and gap breadth. These phenomena are closely relevant to the wave379
reflection, transmission, and fluid rotational motion in the vicinity of the narrow gap.380
The influence of gap breadth on reflection and transmission coefficients is considered, together with the381
energy coefficient. It can be seen from Fig. 17 that the reflection and transmission coefficients decrease and382
increase with the increase of gap breadth around the resonant frequency, respectively. Further analysis is383
carried out for the energy coefficient in Fig. 18, in which the energy coefficient decreases with the increase384
of gap breadth around the resonant frequency. According to the results shown in Figs. 16 - 18, it can be385
seen that with the increase of gap breadth, more fluid can be excited to be resonant in the narrow gap, and386
more energy is required to support the motion of this bulk fluid. On one hand, this energy comes from the387
incident wave, leading to the decrease of reflection coefficient. On the other hand, as a larger radiation source388
the oscillation of more fluid can cause the increase of transmission coefficient. It should be noted that more389
energy is dissipated due to the more fluid oscillation in the narrow gap. All these phenomena can also result390
in the complex hydrodynamic behavior of resonant wave amplitude with the variation of gap breadth.391
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5.5. Influence of incident wave amplitude392
Effect of incident wave amplitude on the wave response in the narrow gap is investigated in this section.393
Numerical results of Bg = 0.050 m with various box drafts at three different incident wave amplitudes, Ai =394
0.008 m, 0.012 m and 0.016 m, are shown in Fig. 19. It can be seen that for a specific gap parameter, the wave395
response in the narrow gap decreases significantly with the increase of incident wave amplitude around the396
resonant frequency. However, if the incident wave frequency is far from the resonant frequency, little influence397
of incident wave amplitude on the wave response in the narrow gap can be observed. Numerical simulations398
also show a slight decrease in the resonant frequency with the increase of incident wave amplitude in Fig. 19.399
More detailed comparisons illustrate that the large-amplitude piston-type of free surface oscillation and400
significant energy dissipation are relevant to the decrease of resonant frequency. For example, the frequency401
corresponding to the maximum amplitude is decreased from ωg = 6.6 to 6.5 rad/s for Bg50DL103DR252 in402
Fig. 19d as the incident wave amplitude increases from Ai = 0.008 m to 0.016 m; while it keeps at 6.6 rad/s for403
Bg50DL252DR103 with those three incident wave amplitudes in Fig. 19m. The increase of mean water level404
in the narrow gap due to the free surface nonlinearity, the increase of added mass depending on the response405
wave amplitude, and larger damping ratio due to the energy dissipation are the three possible reasons for406
the decrease in the resonant frequency. The recent study in Faltinsen and Timokha (2015) quantified a407
pressure discharge condition in the gap opening, where a nonlinear integral term was derived in the dynamic408
condition on gap surface. It may be fit for further describing the slight decrease of resonant frequency, as409
well as measuring the energy dissipation in the vicinity of the gap.410
The influence of incident wave amplitude on the behavior of reflection and transmission coefficients, Kr411
and Kt, is considered in Fig. 20. Numerical results suggest that the transmission coefficients decrease with412
the increase of incident wave amplitude at the resonant frequency, implying that less percent of energy is413
transmitted to the downward of the two-body system. On the other hand, the reflection coefficients increase414
with the increase of incident wave amplitude at the resonant frequency. Generally, the sensitivity of reflection415
coefficient to the variation of incident wave amplitude is stronger than that of transmission coefficient. It in416
fact leads to the results in Fig. 21, in which the energy coefficient increases with the increase of incident wave417
amplitude at the resonant frequency. In other words, relatively less energy dissipation happens for the large418
incident wave amplitude at the resonant frequency. All these phenomena indicate that the increase of incident419
wave amplitude with the larger wave amplitude tends to enlarge the reflection energy, and hence relatively420
less wave energy can enter into the narrow gap. Therefore, smaller resonant wave response in the narrow421
gap and less energy dissipation can be found at the resonant frequency. The analysis demonstrates that the422
energy transformation due to the wave reflection is one determinative factor for the decrease of resonant423
wave response with the increase of incident wave amplitude at the resonant frequency. Closer comparisons424
in Figs. 20 and 21 indicate that the smaller reflection and energy coefficients can be obtained with the larger425
incident wave amplitudes at a frequency slightly away from the resonant one, which implies that the relative426
energy dissipation due to the fluid rotational motion becomes the dominant factor in this situation. In sum,427
29
both the energy transformation and the energy dissipation play the important, but different roles for fluid428
resonances in the narrow gap.429
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6. Conclusion430
The Navier-Stokes equations are adopted for investigating the hydrodynamic behaviours of fluid resonance431
in the narrow gap formed by two side-by-side non-identical boxes. In order to obtain a clear understanding432
of the influence of gap configurations and wave conditions on the wave response, three different incident wave433
amplitudes with different frequencies are considered at different gap breadths, upstream and downstream434
box drafts, comprising in total 192 different cases. Numerical investigations include the wave amplitude in435
the narrow gap, the reflection and transmission coefficients, Kr and Kt, and the energy coefficient, defined436
as E = K2r +K2t . The mechanical essence of the gap resonance between two non-identical boxes is explained437
from the perspective of energy transformation and energy dissipation. The main findings are illustrated as438
follows:439
1) Consistent with the theoretical analysis, the numerical simulations suggest that the resonant frequency440
tends to be smaller with the increase of gap breadth, upstream and downstream box drafts. The incident441
wave steepness hardly affects the resonant frequency; only a slight decrease of the resonant frequency can442
be observed with the increase of incident wave amplitude for the cases with larger energy dissipation.443
2) The draft of downstream box has the significant influence on the wave response around the resonant fre-444
quency. With the increase of downstream box draft, the increase of wave response and energy dissipation445
can be observed, which is mainly supported by the energy from the upstream box of the two-box system.446
It physically expresses the decrease of reflection coefficient with the increase of downstream box draft.447
3) When the draft of downstream box is smaller than that of upstream box, stronger shielding effect can be448
observed with the increase of upstream box draft. If the draft of downstream box is larger than that of449
upstream box, the increasing reflection coefficient and energy coefficient can be observed with the increase450
of upstream box draft, because of the enhanced wave reflection.451
4) With the increase of gap breadth, more energy is required to excite the large-amplitude piston-type of452
fluid oscillation as more resonant fluid exists in the narrow gap, which leads to the decrease of reflection453
coefficient, and the increase of transmission coefficient. More energy dissipation also happens due to the454
fact that more fluid oscillates in the narrow gap with the increase of gap breadth.455
5) For the small upstream and large downstream box drafts, the energy dissipation in the narrow gap is456
dominant, resulting in that the wave response in the narrow gap by viscous flow model is smaller than457
that by potential flow model. As for the large upstream and small downstream box drafts, the wave458
response in the narrow gap by the viscous flow model are always larger than that by the linear potential459
flow model because more wave energy is reflected before entering into the narrow gap. If the difference460
between the upstream and downstream box drafts is not large, a combining hydrodynamic behavior of461
the previous two typical cases can be observed.462
6) As increasing the incident wave amplitude, the reflection coefficient becomes larger at the resonant fre-463
quency, which leads to the decrease of transmission coefficient, relative wave response in the narrow464
gap, as well as energy dissipation at the resonant frequency. The energy transformation due to the465
34
large-amplitude free surface motion can not be ignored in this situation. When away from the resonant466
frequency, smaller reflection coefficient and energy coefficient can be obtained, implying that the energy467
dissipation becomes the dominant factor for the decrease of wave response in the narrow gap with the468
increase of incident wave amplitude.469
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